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A) Treaty of Tordesillas B) Congress of Vienna
C) Berlin Conference D) Yalta Conference

1) Some of the ethnic strife in Africa today can be traced back to the European
division of Africa resulting from the

A) promoted Belgium as a world power
B) established rules for the European division of Africa
C) called for a war against England
D) ensured ethnic harmony in the Middle East

2) The Berlin Conference in 1884 was significant because it

A) Africa was divided without regard to ethnic groups.
B) Monarchies were restored throughout Europe.
C) The slave trade with South America was eliminated.
D) The League of Nations was formed.

3) Which situation was a result of the 1884 Berlin Conference?

A) lack of natural resources in Africa
B) alliances between African kingdoms
C) isolationist policies of European monarchs
D) many different physical features of Africa

4) Early exploration of Africa by Europeans was hindered by the

A) exploitation of African natural resources by colonial powers
B) improvement of working conditions in Africa
C) African dependence on exportation of manufactured goods
D) African acceptance of the doctrine of the "White Man's Burden"

5) During the 19th century, one effect of European imperialism on Africa was the

A) African nations are trying to decrease tribal influence
B) most tribes are unwilling to cooperate with the new national

governments.
C) tribes have lost their importance in the lives of modern Africans
D) modern national boundaries tend to follow former colonial boundaries

6) The boundaries of modern African nations do not usually follow tribal
boundaries mainly because

A) decreased dependence of African nations on imports
B) development of subsistence agriculture
C) improved transportation and communication systems
D) increased use of barter

7) Which was a major effect of European rule in Africa?

A) in need of land for their surplus populations
B) competing for raw materials and markets
C) determined to bring Christianity to the Moslem world
D) interested in completing their geographic knowledge of the world

8) After 1880, European nations sought colonies in Africa primarily because the
Europeans were

A) industrialized western European nations
B) eastern European nations controlled by Russia
C) East Asian nations seeking to establish new markets
D) oil-rich Middle Eastern nations

9) Between 1880 and 1914, which nations were most involved in colonizing
Africa?

10) Base your answer to the following question on the passage below and on your
knowledge of social studies.

". . . The Opium War of 1839-42 was short and one-sided, due to the
superiority of European weapons, which came as a complete surprise to the
Chinese. In the first skirmish alone, in July 1839, two British warships
defeated twenty-nine Chinese ships. On land, the Chinese and their medieval
weapons were no match for British troops armed with state-of-the-art
muskets. By the middle of 1842 British troops had seized Hong Kong, taken
control of the key river deltas, and occupied Shanghai and several other
cities. The Chinese were forced to sign a peace treaty that granted Hong
Kong to the British, opened five ports for the free trade of all goods, and
required the payment of reparations to the British in silver, including
compensation for the opium that had been destroyed by Commissioner Lin
...."
- Tom Standage

A) signing the Treaty of Nanking
B) forming the Guomindang
C) beginning the Boxer Rebellion
D) organizing the Taiping Rebellion

What was an immediate result of the Opium War described in this passage?

A) rivalry between China and Taiwan
B) domination of China by foreign powers
C) decline of European influence in East Asia
D) global effort to combat drug use

11) The Opium Wars of the mid-19th century marked the beginning of the

A) Japan gained control of Hong Kong.
B) Kublai Khan rose to power in China.
C) Chinese ports were opened for trade with European powers.
D) Jiang Jieshi (Chiang Kai-shek) fled to Taiwan.

12) What was a direct result of the Opium War in 19th-century China?

A) profit from the ivory trade
B) introduce Islam to the Chinese people
C) gain commercial advantages in China
D) obtain human rights for Chinese citizens

13) During the 19th century, European nations established spheres of influence in
China mainly to

A) increased Western trade and influence in Asia
B) established European colonies in China and Japan
C) promoted democratic governments in Asia
D) increased the economic isolation of China and Japan

14) The result of the Opium War in China was similar to the result of
Commodore Perry's expedition to Japan in that both events

A) a civil war on the Sino-Tibetan border
B) the technological advantages of the European powers
C) a famine that weakened the Chinese military
D) the lack of support for the Manchu government from Chinese scholars

15) Which situation led to the defeat of China in the Opium War (1839-1842)?

A) European fear of Chinese culture and traditions
B) potential of China as a great world power
C) policy of rapid industrialization in China
D) ability of China to control world trade routes

16) "When China wakes, it will shake the world."
— Napoleon, 1817

In this quotation, Napoleon was referring to the
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A) end foreign influence in China
B) introduce Marxism to East Asia
C) increase the importation of opium into China
D) reverse reforms enacted by Sun Yixian (Sun Yat-sen)

17) The primary goal of the Boxer Rebellion was to

A) spread of communism in China and Korea
B) growing concerns about the influence of the West in China
C) alliance formed between Vietnam and China
D) increasing expansion of civil and political rights in China

18) • Opium War (1839-1842)
• Taiping Rebellion (1850-1864)
• Boxer Rebellion (1898-1901)

This series of events is most closely associated with the

A) remove foreign influences
B) restore parliamentary government
C) improve access to civil service examinations
D) outlaw caste systems

19) A major goal of both the Sepoy Mutiny and the Boxer Rebellion was to

A) eliminate poverty among the Chinese peasants
B) bring Western-style democracy to China
C) restore trade between China and European nations
D) remove foreign influences from China

20) The Boxer Rebellion of the early 20th century was an attempt to


